[X-ray VTR analysis for the inflowing movement of the contrast medium in the esophagocardiac region: the inflowing movement of contrast medium on healthy people].
The application of S-VHS video system has made it possible to easily detect the functional disease. Among several position, left posterior prone position where gravitational force could be ignored, and spontaneous, physiological movement could be registered in the recording of the esophagocardiac movement. Through the observation and the classification of the movement at this position, we evaluated the contribution of this method to the assessment, and the study of the functional diseases such as achalasia, hiatus hernia, and the study of the organic diseases such as carcinoma. In our present study on normal 60 cases, the time from the inflowing first phase to the inflowing interrupted phase in the last period becomes longer as the age of the subjects gets older. The continuous contractive period was divided into three types, shorter type, medium type and longer type. The shorter type seems to correspond to the type closer to hernia. The longer type is regarded as the type closer to achalasia.